
tldr: It is not a High Impact publication 

 

We all agree that this case can only try to apply as High Impact by the following declarations 

the GuideLines, and it does not comply with any of them. 

 

https://ipfs.kleros.io/ipfs/QmRDQcGvUBzWixZKFHKFWV2Atnum1Ax41feS19UVHsnWh8/kleros

-storytelling-high-impact.pdf  

"➤ Is widely shared across social networks. 

Accept: An article, meme or tweet which is shared by at least 50 users. 

➤ Has a significant audience on the platform it is posted. 

Accept: An article has been read by at least 500 times." 

 

- Since the GuideLines do not have a specific section of objectives to comply, these "examples 

in italics" have been taken as parameters to decide what impact each publication has on other 

publications (Cases / Jurisprudence) 

You can see that for example for Standard Impact this parameter is 5 shares 

https://ipfs.kleros.io/ipfs/QmNnADXFg9VrmjpkLUbaAD4vp41P1EnbvXNrDQTNscfXp5/kleros-

storytelling-standard-primary-document.pdf  

"➤ Is shared across social networks by a few users. 

Accept: An article, meme or tweet which is shared / liked by at least 5 users. 

➤ Has a small audience on the platform it is posted. 

Accept: An article has been read at least 50 times” 

 

- We are definitely not going to take the metrics from Federico's tweet. 

It is not the original tweet.  

Sadly, it was RTweeted with comment, which makes it a new tweet. 

 

- Why a like is not a share? 

A like is not a share, since when you like a tweet this does not ensure that it will appear on the 

timeline of your followers. It is more complex, since the followers of the follower should have 

their timeline ordered by relevant tweets and not by order of appearance, and it also depends 

on the Twitter algorithm. 

On the other hand, with an RT this is automatic. RT = Share 

 

https://ipfs.kleros.io/ipfs/QmRDQcGvUBzWixZKFHKFWV2Atnum1Ax41feS19UVHsnWh8/kleros-storytelling-high-impact.pdf
https://ipfs.kleros.io/ipfs/QmRDQcGvUBzWixZKFHKFWV2Atnum1Ax41feS19UVHsnWh8/kleros-storytelling-high-impact.pdf
https://ipfs.kleros.io/ipfs/QmNnADXFg9VrmjpkLUbaAD4vp41P1EnbvXNrDQTNscfXp5/kleros-storytelling-standard-primary-document.pdf
https://ipfs.kleros.io/ipfs/QmNnADXFg9VrmjpkLUbaAD4vp41P1EnbvXNrDQTNscfXp5/kleros-storytelling-standard-primary-document.pdf


- The metrics provided by Twitter are private; the user can only view it. It is not public 

information. 

A screenshot could be adulterated (not the case but should be considered) 

 

- Since at the time of publication it did not have 50RT, it should not be accepted. 

The user could have waited to achieve more RTs, and then make the request. At the time of 

presentation, the numbers were low. 

There is no point talking about current numbers. 

Even now, it just have 38RT – 5 Tweets with commnet – 57 Likes 


